Growth factors in inflammatory bowel disease: the actions and interactions of growth hormone and insulin-like growth factor-I.
Multiple growth hormones (GHs) and factors are relevant to inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) due to their trophic effects on epithelial cells to promote mucosal integrity, renewal, and repair, on mesenchymal cells to promote wound healing, and on intestinal immune cells to modulate inflammation. The anabolic effects of GHs and factors outside the intestine are relevant to minimizing nutritional insufficiency, catabolic state, and the inability to maintain body weight due to inflammation-induced malabsorption. GHs and factors can, however, have a dual role, whereby trophic effects can be beneficial but, if excessive, can promote complications including the increased risk of intestinal tumors/adenocarcinoma and fibrosis. This review focuses on GH and insulin-like growth factor (IGF-I), for which evidence suggests such a dual role may exist. The actions of GH and IGF-I on the healthy intestine are compared with effects during intestinal inflammation or associated complications. Interactions between these growth factors and others relevant to IBD are considered. The role of the newly discovered suppressors of cytokine signaling proteins, which may dictate the balance between beneficial and excessive actions of GH and IGF-I, is also addressed.